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EDITORIAL

Dear readers!
Has this happened to you before? You suddenly
become fixated on a new type of sport or a new diet
which changes your entire life. Discovering a new
side to yourself is quite exciting and we often do it because of a new partner,
colleague or friend.
The HYPOXI-Method® was something similar for us. Originally developed for
targeted body shaping, it later proved to have other benefits: it now facilitates
improved performance in top athletes. In our case, the “good friend“ who
suggested that we explore the effect of HYPOXI® in athletes was the Russian
physician, Dr. Igor Pron. In research projects running over several years, he has
demonstrated the positive effects of HYPOXI® on professional sportspeople
during training and after contests. From page 6, you can find out what role
HYPOXI® will play in the Race Across America.
Also Catrin Huesener had a chance to completely re-discover herself: she won
the HYPOXI® competition with GALA magazine. You can see how much she
changed on page 10. Do you feel like changing too? How about clearing out the
cabinet in your bathroom (page 13) or enjoying an exclusive cruise or holiday
in Portugal? By the way – you won’t have to go without HYPOXI® and if you’re
lucky, you can even win an amazing trip! See pages 16 and 29 for details.
I hope that we inspire you to have great new experiences and fun with the
newest edition of “Design Your Body“.

Yours, Uwe Hintringer
Sales & Marketing HYPOXI®
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MAGAZINE NEWS

»

Attraction
is beauty in
motion.«
(Gotthold Ephraim Lessing)

Help the

Have fun

taking pictures!
How to take great pictures with your mobile
The term “snapshot” has earned a completely new meaning since smartphones have been introduced to the market. The amount of pictures being taken now is unprecedented. But mobile phone cameras can do much
more than simply take souvenir pictures. We’d like to share the following useful suggestions with you so that you can take really great snaps:
Content: While you can take pictures of just about anything, the disadvantage of
smartphone cameras is that the lenses are small and possess low light sensitivity.
The flash registers only when it is absolutely necessary and usually only lights the
central area of the picture. Everything else fades away. The less light you have, the
more pixelated the picture becomes. Try to get used to this feature and position
yourself in as much natural light as possible.
The focus: Clarity is a critical issue. Normally camera phones focus on the centre of
the picture. You can either place the chosen object in the centre, or you can touch
the part of the display where the object is located to shift the focal point. The
object will become clearer.
The perspective: We often say that it’s always good to change your perspective.
This also applies to photography. A smartphone camera gives you the best opportunities to do so. Try taking pictures from above, from the height of your hips or from
just an arm’s length away. The small size and the fact that smartphones are very
light make them just perfect for changing angles quickly.
Holding the camera: Regardless of which perspective you use and which part of the
picture you focus on, it is always important to keep your hand still, especially when
there’s only little light and a longer exposure time is needed. If your hand moves,
the picture won’t be clear. It is therefore good to rest your hand on another object
while taking pictures. It’s also worth knowing that the clarity is automatically readjusted if you do not remove your finger from the release immediately.
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Did you know that countless old
mobile phones are deposited in
drawers all over the world. According to estimates, there are around
80 million such phones in Germany alone, up to 10 million in Austria and around 8 million in Switzerland, though many of them
could still be used. In addition,
every mobile phone contains valuable resources, which should be
recycled and re-used. The website http://www.cashaphone.com.
au/ has launched a service for buying back used phones from you and
similar web-based services are now
springing up all over the world.
Many people also do not realise
that phones can also be returned
to most mobile phone companies.
Alternatively you can donate your
phone to a charity, like Unicef,
Caritas or WWF, or search for
a suitable recycling company
online (for example http://www.
mobilemuster.com.
au/). This helps
protect our planet’s
resources and reduces toxic waste.

The
Small luggage
for a quick

trip

modern bike
As soon as the weather gets better, the entire
nation is out on their bikes. The only challenge
is where to put handbags, shopping and

You’re on a short trip and have a
small suitcase - but you still need
to check in your luggage at the airport. Why? Because during your
three-day break you want your hair
to look good and that’s why you’ve
packed the complete kit: shampoo, conditioner, leave-in treatment, styling product and hairspray. Not to worry, there is now a
mini-series of Moroccanoil® available in travel-size. These care and
styling products are now available
in a 70ml version so that you can
keep them in your hand luggage.
Moroccanoil® Travel Kit, 70ml Moisture Repair Shampoo, Moisture Repair Conditioner, Moroccanoil
Oil Treatment & Moroccanoil Hydrating Styling Cream, $A44.50

luggage? When it comes to riding bikes, who
would know more than the Dutch? That’s why
it comes as no surprise that Basil, one of the
market leaders of bike baskets and
bags, is based in the Netherlands.
Basil offers the perfect storage
solutions – women can opt for
colourful patterns and men
can go for the industrial look
of the “Transport“ model.
Type “Bloom“ 59.95 Euro
Type “Transport“ 49.95 Euro

Counting sheep

Picture: Thinkstock, iStockphoto

on your way

Oops, did your head hit your neighbour’s shoulder again? Be it a long
flight or a train ride through the countryside - there’s a point when all
of us get so tired we are tempted to nod off. Pillows are a useful travel
companion, but so far they have been neither stylish nor comfortable.
This cuddly pillow made of sheep’s wool lets you rest comfortably no
matter where you are. It goes together nicely with the stylish sleeping
mask, which blocks out cabin and reading lights. Lambie pillow
19.95 Euro, sleeping mask 14.95 Euro, via @ www.daydream.ch

Accessories for

your dog
“Dogs should be taken out on a
leash“ - that’s what many people who don’t have dogs frequently say. If dog owners agree with
them in the future, this might be
because of the cute leashes and
ribbons produced by Adelheid.
The “true happiness factory“ uses
dark-blue felt and leather for its
summer collection. Boasting embroidery and eye-catching embellishments, they can transform sidewalks into cat, we mean, dogwalks.
Dog leashes staring
from 23.90 Euro,
ribbons starting
from 16.90 Euro, via
@ www.adelheidladen.de

design your body
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Legal

doping
5,000 kilometres, 40,000 metres in varying altitude, 40 participants. Race Across
America, definitely the world’s toughest bicycle race, starts in June. One determined
participant is Austrian extreme cyclist, Gerald Bauer. The most important elements
for his preparation: confidence, steadiness - and HYPOXI®.
6
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he “Olympics of extreme endurance sports”– this
is what the Race Across America (RAAM) has
been coined – and for good reason. The annual
bike race runs from the west to the east coast of the U.S.
and is ranked as the most extreme sporting event in the
world. Hawaii’s Ironman, by comparison, is ranked 14th
in this listing. Only every second person of the 40 participants reaches the finish in Oceanside. If you want to take
up this challenge, you need to qualify first. One of the few
people who have managed to do that is Austria’s Gerald
Bauer. The 32-year-old has been a cycling enthusiast for ten
years – but only for the discipline’s most extreme version.
He has mastered 21 24-hour races, stood on the podium 17
times, and won gold 12 times. When he took part in the
world’s second-longest race, the Race Around Austria, for
the first time, he came second. The RAAM could now be
the crown of his athletic career. At least in terms of pure
cycling because he would also like to take part at the Ironman competition in Hawaii and climb one of the world’s
highest mountains. If you want to achieve such aims, you
have to train, continue with training and then do even more
training. But since there are only 24 hours in each day and
it’s essential to recover, some athletes reach their maximum
peak performance too quickly.

extremely useful strategy for regeneration after training.”
What’s great about this is that the important period of
time for recovery between training units is shortened
tremendously with HYPOXI®. Athletes will therefore
not only be able to resume earlier, but also the intensity
of training can continuously be increased, which means
that unusually high progress can be achieved within a
relatively short time. “The secret lies in the stimulating
effect of HYPOXI®”, says Bernd Eckerstorfer. “The method
stimulates metabolism and helps remove toxins, which
form deposits in the muscles during daily training, so they
can be transported more quickly.”

Quick Info
Gerald “Geri” Bauer

Picture: Gerald Bauer

More efficient training thanks to HYPOXI®

Gerald Bauer used HYPOXI® for the first time in 2011 at the
Olympic centre Salzburg-Rif, where he works as a trainer of
Austrian athletes. He didn’t use it for its traditional benefits
of targeted fat reduction – which would have been really
difficult to imagine in his case – but rather for a completely
different reason: for regeneration and for increasing athletic efficiency. A true revolution! But what’s behind all of
this? Maybe a new product by HYPOXI®?
The effects of HYPOXI®, which are ground-breaking
for athletes, have been researched jointly with Russian
scientists under the guidance of Dr Igor Pron. This new
version of HYPOXI® includes computer-based performance
diagnostics as well as highly-efficient regeneration and
rehabilitation. “We use daily ECG analysis to find out
about the current performance standards of the athlete
and use these findings to plan training”, explains Bernd
Eckerstorfer, CEO of HYPOXI® and he adds that “HYPOXI®
in combination with constant ECG control constitutes an

Born on: 19 Oct. 1980
Height: 1.78 m / Weight: 68 kg
Family status: Unmarried – but not single: his
girlfriend Tina Pracher is also his unofficial team
leader.
Education: Studied athletics at the University of
Salzburg (sports science)
Occupation: Trainer at the Olympic Center
Salzburg-Rif Athletic
Achievements include (among others):
2012: Record at Transaustria (fastest West-East
ride within 22 hours and 13 minutes)
2011: Second place at the 24-h-MTB-race in
Munich’s Olympic Park. Second place at the Race
Around Austria
2010: Second place at Glocknerman (Vize world
champion Ultra Bike Marathon), 1. Firenze Marathon (2 hours 59 minutes)

design your body
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nce
Gerald live!

Check out www.bauerge

rald.com
to stay tuned about Ger
ald
Bauer’s journey to the RA
AM – and
purchase kilometres to
support
“Geri“, with funds going
to a charity he feels passionate
about.

 Interview

My American Dream
11 June 2013 – for most of us this is just an ordinary
Tuesday. Not for Gerald Bauer, who will make a life-long
dream come true when he starts the Race Across America
(RAAM). We met the likeable extreme cyclist during his

A positive effect of HYPOXI® use: injuries resulting from
training can heal faster and if HYPOXI® is used regularly,
the risk of injuries can be reduced significantly.
Already in the development stage, more than 400 Russian
athletes, among them European and world champions from
skiing, gymnastics, pentathlon, fencing, track and field, ice
hockey and cross-country skiing, have used HYPOXI®. Results have been both astonishing and clear: performance
improved significantly and sustainably thanks to the quick
and in-depth regeneration with HYPOXI®.

intensive preparation.
How are you, Gerald?
I’m great, thanks. I’m doing intense workouts at the moment
– up to 40 hours per week, but it’s going very well.

What’s your aim for the RAAM 2013?
Obviously I would like to win just like all the other participants. But that’s pretty ambitious because it would mean that
I’d be one of the first “rookies“ to manage to do that and I
would need to ride to my maximum limit right from the begin-

To the RAAM with HYPOXI®

ning. For a race of that length and with such extreme climate

Gerald Bauer doesn’t want to have anything to do with doping. HYPOXI® offers a new, legal solution, which might
help him to make his dream of the RAAM come true. He’s
been using HYPOXI® for about one year as a part of his
intensive training (more talk about that in the interview on
this page). That’s why the HYPOXI®-Center in Salzburg was
happy to support him as a gold sponsor. Bauer is in good
hands in the lead up to the big race!


conditions, you need to be more experienced, which means
three to four tries in order to win. If I try too hard at the beginning, I might not make it to the end at all. So I am realistic
and just hope to become the “rookie of the year“ or to manage
to complete the race within nine days. That means cycling
500 to 550 kilometres per day, 22 hours non-stop with two
hours break in between. I’ll get a maximum of 1 to 1 ½ hours
of sleep each day and in addition nothing more than a power
nap – or “Bauer-Nap” is what I call it.

Where does your confidence to
master all of this come from?
I’ve been an extreme cyclist for ten
years now and I’ve subjected myself
to similar daily distances, for example
during the Race Around Austria for
five days. This has never had any
negative impact on me – either physically or mentally. Luckily I have never
HYPOXI CEO
Bernd Eckerstorfer
visits Gerald Bauer
during his training.
®

experienced an infamous microsleep
or hallucination on a bike which can
occur. For example, some cyclists
think they see snakes on the roads

8
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Left: Gerald Bauer shows the tickets for his charity project.
Middle: Mental coach Mario Plesser keeps an eye on psychological aspects.
Right: Gerald and his girlfriend, Tina.

but in fact they are just cracks. Others believed that they were

HYPOXI® has been developed for people who want to lose

hunted by mushrooms with machine guns! Weird stuff!

weight. What parallels exist between them and professional

Altogether, I’ve been preparing for three years now. Being a

athletes like you?

sports scientist, I can create a perfect environment: the team, the

HYPOXI® not only helps to shape your body but the training

training plans and the regenerating measures complement each

as a whole also has positive effects for the entire body. The

other perfectly. For example, I do training in IR-facilities, to get

reason for this is that HYPOXI® stimulates metabolism. After the

used to the high temperatures of more than 50°C in the desert.

HYPOXI-Training® you simply feel better, you have a prickling

I also go through certain scenarios from previous races with a

sensation all over your body and this often stays until the fol-

mental coach.

lowing day. I was relatively sceptical in the beginning but now
after 1 ½ years, my views have really changed and HYPOXI® has

You have just mentioned regeneration in the context of train-

helped me a lot – also mentally.

ing. In this respect HYPOXI® also plays a significant role for
you – can you explain?

Now that you’re taking part in the RAAM, you have also

I’ve been working with HYPOXI® for about a year now. After

founded a charity project.

six to seven hours of training, I finish with a session on the

Yes, that’s right. I sell each kilometre for ten Euros, both to spon-

HYPOXI® Trainer S120. It involves 25 minutes of recovery

sors and private individuals. From this amount, one Euro is used

cycling with positive and negative pressure applied according

for a good cause. This means that you can do something good

to my performance level on the day. I’ve found that any

and also help make my life’s dream come true. If you donate, you

micro-traumas of the muscles heal quicker with HYPOXI .

can win great prizes, for example, my RAAM bike or a relaxed

One HYPOXI® session has approximately the same effect as

training weekend with me. In addition, a voucher for HYPOXI®

one complete day of recovery. That’s why I can do much more

treatments is integrated into the tickets. It is my aim to create a

training without having to go into the oxygen tent - also over

community, which will stay on track with me online during the

a longer period of time. I can therefore increase my training

race and motivate me. This has already worked out really well for

time from 20 to 40 hours within three weeks thanks to the

me in the past.

®

regenerating program set with HYPOXI®. This is a completely
new feeling and a true gift for me. Normally I am very tired

Thank you very much for your time. We wish you all the best

after an exhausting day of training but now I wake up the next

and hope that you will be the first rookie to reach the target

morning at six and can use the entire day for training. My

in great condition.

chances for the RAAM have therefore increased tremendously.

design your body
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Mirror,
Mirror
on the wall ...
Catrin Huesener never expected she would win the
HYPOXI® competition run in conjunction with GALA
magazine, but her results will astound you!

I

t’s been a long time
since 41-year-old Catrin
Huesener from Bocholt has
felt good about herself. She said she
looked the way she felt – tired – and
she needed to re-invent herself. As for
her shape, nobody would have said
that she was fat but as she says in
her own words, “My hips, bottom and
thighs used to look better before” and
“my skin was not as firm as it used to
be“. Catrin is not alone. Weight can
creep on over the years in specific
parts of the body where circulation
is poor. In these areas, neither diets
nor exercise are of much help. But as

Catrin Huesener
before getting
a new style with
the team of Bocholt’s
HYPOXI®-Studio.
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the winner of the HYPOXI® contest,
Catrin has now had the chance to not
only change her outer appearance, but
also to do something about her “inner
values” by joining HYPOXI-Training®
over three months.

1. First station:

HYPOXI®-Studio

The team of the HYPOXI®-Studio in
Bocholt was excited about the winner
of the contest. Before she started training, members of staff discussed Catrin
Huesener’s aims in detail. “This data
helps us to realistically estimate what
we can do and – most importantly -

what’s healthy”, explains Kornelia
Waiden, who runs the studio. This
also includes offering knowledgeable
nutrition advice together with the
training. The analysis revealed that
Catrin Huesener was not overweight
but that she was carrying some excess kilos. “The HYPOXI-Method®
will solve this quickly”, said Kornelia
Waiden confidently. “We will treat
precisely those parts of the body that
we need to, using high and low pressure in combination with some extra
exercises, as well as correct nutrition.“

2. Second station:

Beauty salon “GUDEL”

So while Catrin Huesener did
HYPOXI-Training® three times a
week, we granted her another wish:
A new hairstyle, but not just any sort
of hairstyle -“My hair is extremely
fine and thin and I’ve been dreaming
about long hair with a lot of volume
forever”, she said. Seeing Annette
Gudel-Ostendorf was just perfect for
her, she put thickeners and extensions
into her hair. After a session lasting
several hours, during which hair
extensions were tied into her hair one
by one and stylish reddish-brown hair
tones were added, Catrin Huesener
simply couldn’t believe what she

HYPOXI-METHOD ®
Catrin Huesener getting in shape on the
HYPOXI® Trainer L250
next to HYPOXI®-Coach
Kornelia Walden

New hairstyle and
make-up in Annette
Gudel-Ostendorf’s
beauty studio.

saw. In combination with a make
up session, Catrin looked like a new
woman. The experts also gave her
advice on how to easily do her makeup and styling at home.

3. Third Station:

The “ANNA” boutique

A brand-new outfit was the last element of the new look. As the winner,
Catrin could pick new clothes from Bocholt’s “ANNA” boutique. “So far Mrs.
Huesener has dressed rather cautiously and not pushed any boundaries”,
says styling advisor Kim Hoff about
her client. “We will show her both casual and elegant outfits and of course
take her preferences into account. We
will explain to her how to look great –
be it in colours or bold patterns.”

Everyone was just
amazed by the great
results.

Talking about shape: the HYPOXITraining® is now over. The result after twelve sessions: Catrin lost weight
from her problem areas, in fact, three
kilos in total. Also her skin looks
much better now.
Not only is Catrin Huesener happy
with her new look, but everyone involved in helping her find her new
style agrees: “It’s been really great to
see how Mrs. Huesener has changed
within such a short time.”
l

Catrin Huesener
found the perfect
outfit in the “ANNA”
boutique.
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“

Beauty provoketh thieves
sooner than gold.”
(William Shakespeare)

When it has

to be quick...
Are there too many files on your desk and you’re just feeling lost? Is your
schedule booked with appointments and you don’t have time for healthy
food? You received a spontaneous invitation for dinner but you can’t find time
to get your nails or hair done? We have some ideas for such emergencies:
A quick vitamin boost for body and mind – add an instant glow to skin and
eyes with this concoction which can be made quickly in the morning: put
1 beetroot, 1 apple, 1 carrot, 1 celery stick and a chunk of ginger into a juice that’s it.
A quick fix to give your hair more volume – an important appointment, a
great date and your hair gives up? Dry shampoo or hair powder can do miracles. Just put it on, leave it for a short time and then brush your hair to give it
a fresh kick and make it look thicker in no time.
Mini meditation for better concentration – Find a quiet place and close your
eyes. Block out the random thoughts that occupy your mind and just focus
all your energy on taking slow and even breaths. 5 minutes of meditation will
give you the boost you need to get through the rest of the day.

151,5

Beauty
... One billion Euros - this is how much women spent on cosmetic products
globally last year. Men spent just 14.4 million. However, men are catching up
- especially those between 30 and 49 years of age. A recent study revealed
that 90% want to look good in the office and 77% want their partners to like
their look.
Sources: Euromonitor, L’Oréal, Beiersdorf

Beauty is ...

... a relaxing facial massage

Beautiful skin

Overnight

middle finger circle around your eyes.
Place your hands flat on your forehead
and let them glide softly towards the
sides. Repeat at the height of your nose
and mouth. Press your hands down gently and let them glide down towards your
décolletage. Finally, use your fingertips
like little drumsticks and hit them quickly all over your face. This has a relaxing effect and stimulates the blood flow,
which is great for warding off wrinkles.
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Swiss beauty experts and dermatologists from Teoxane
Laboratories specialise in the production of filling
substances based on 100% hyaluronic acid. The Teosyal
range of products has only been available to doctors
because their intended use was for filling in wrinkles. But
now they have launched Teosyal Cosmoceuticals with
hyaluronic acid boasting professional medical knowledge.
“Radiant Night Peel“ regenerates skin in 21 days. The
result: a fresh, shining complexion, finer pores, reduction
of pigment moles and smoother skin. It is applied like cream!
Radiant Night Peel, 69 Euro, @ www.teoxane-cosmetic.de

Picture: iStockphoto

This is how it’s done: let your index and

BEAUTY

Do I
really need this
Make room in your bathroom, check each bottle
and jar and ask yourself: must-have product,
useful extra or dust trap?

D

o you buy new products
every time you go to the
department store simply
because you just MUST try it? If that’s
the case, you should urgently consider
having a clear out. Because – to be
honest – there are some things which
nobody ever needs. Some cosmetics,
however, are really useful as long as
you know how to apply them correctly.
R Why eye creams
are important:

The skin around the eyes is very thin,
which is why the first wrinkles can
appear here in your mid-twenties.
Depending on the active ingredient,
eye creams can be helpful. Retinol,
vitamin C or peptides stimulate the
production of collagen. Caffeine reduces swellings and dark eye circles.
Hyaluronic acid bolsters the fine skin
around your eyes and reduces wrinkles due to dryness.
R When deodorants and antiperspirants are useful:

Classic deodorants protect against
odour. Antiperspirants additionally
reduce the production of sweat. The

working ingredient for this effect is
aluminium chlorohydrate (ACH).
If you do a lot of exercise or generally
tend to sweat easily, you can use antiperspirants. Usually, however, deodorants are sufficient.
R Who really needs daily condi-

facilitated with specific ingredients
corresponding to your skin type.

tioners:

If you have short, healthy and littlestressed hair, mild shampoo is sufficient for washing your hair on a
daily basis, but sometimes you should
pamper it with a deep conditioner
or a mask. If you tend to stress your
hair a lot by regularly dying it, using a
hair dryer every day or straightening
it, you should use additional special
conditioners routinely. This helps reduce damage to your hair and returns
shine.
R Why using day and night
creams makes sense:

Skin has different needs during the
day and the night: During the day, it
needs to be protected against harmful substances in the air and UV-rays
and it also needs to be supplied with
sufficient moisture. During the night,
skin regenerates, which can be greatly

R What so-called “BB”-creams
can do:

Beauty Balms (or Blemish Balms) can
work in numerous ways: lightly reddish skin and imperfections are covered and your skin is nourished and
protected against the sun. They can
therefore be used as a substitute for
day cream and make up. However, if
you tend to have more serious problems with your skin (pimples, blackheads, pigment abnormalities), you
need additional care as well as sunscreen. An advantage of “BB”-creams
is that all ingredients in the cream are
fully absorbed. If you apply each of
the products individually (for example anti-ageing lotion, brightening serum for pigment abnormalities, make
up, sunscreen), this may result in the
skin “locking up” because it cannot absorb so many lotions.

design your body
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Not only clean,

but pure
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BEAUTY

There are almost as many cleansing rules for skin
as there are products in cosmetic departments.
We bust the most fundamental skin myths ...

?

I don’t use make up.

Do I still need a cleansing
product?

Yes you do. This is because a layer of
dirt accumulates on your skin during
the daytime, which can result in irritations. Water only cleans water-soluble
particles. A cleanser will clear liposoluble substances and excess sebum,
too.

?

 How often should I wash my
face?

If you have normal or dry skin, it is
sufficient to thoroughly clean your
face in the evening. In the morning,
using warm water and a cotton pad
with an alcohol-free toner will be
enough to clear away traces from the
night. Only oily and blemished skin
should also be cleansed thoroughly in
the morning.

Picture: iStock

?

  Why do I actually need a
toner?

Toners go deep into the skin and remove invisible traces of make-up and
soap. If you have blemished, oily skin,
use a toner with alcohol. Dry and sensitive skin should be treated with an
alcohol-free toner.

?

 How can I find a cleansing
product that suits my skin?

This will depend on your skin type
or the current condition of your skin.
If you have oily skin, it’s best to use
a cleansing gel, but if you have dry
skin, you should use rich cleansing
lotions and oils. Normal skin can be
cleaned well with cleansing foam. If
your skin is very sensitive, it is good to
use cleansing powder, which is stirred
in water right before it’s applied and
which does not contain preserving
agents.

are even suitable for dry skin. If your
skin is sensitive and problematic,
soaps containing syndets should be
used because their pH values are skinfriendly.

?

  How about facial masks?

Masks are a great extra for cleansing and care. Depending on the substances which they contain, they can
be perfectly matched with the condition of your skin: algae, cucumber
and aloe vera supply moisture; silicea terra and zinc have calming effects; mineral mud and clay can extract excess sebum and oil from your
skin and help decrease the size of
your pores.

?

 How often should I use a

?

How about good old soap?

The pH value of ordinary soap
is just far too high, it attacks the
protective layer of the skin and
makes it dry. It is important to check
that soaps are moisturizing and lock
moisture in your skin. Substances
like shea butter and wheat protein

peel?

Peels give you smooth, radiant skin
because they remove dead skin cells
and let your skin breathe. This applies
to facial skin as well as the skin all
over your body. If your skin tends to
get oily, you can use peels up to twice
per week. If your skin is very dry, you
should use a peel once a month maximum. 
l
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Luxury
on the High Seas ...

... you can enjoy the great food on the EUROPA 2
without worrying about gaining vacation kilos,
thanks to the variety of sporting facilities on board
- and HYPOXI®.

SPECIAL

Picture: Hapag-Lloyd Cruises

O

ffering the ultimate in
luxury, the cruise liner
EUROPA 2 sets new standards on the
seas in 2013. At a minimum room
size of 28 square meters, every suite
has its own balcony. There are eight
restaurants, six bars, an exclusive
cooking school, a huge spa area and –
for the first time – a kindergarten for
children from two years of age.

East of the Mediterranean Sea, as well
as to the Arabian Peninsula. During
winter, guests can visit sunny South
East Asia on 13-day or 20-day trips.
A special fact: the EUROPA 2 has a
total length of 225 metres and is therefore smaller than other giant cruise
ships. This means that she can also
go into smaller harbours, as well as
remote lagoons and bays.

“We are doing something totally
new with the EUROPA 2”, says Julian
Pfitzner, head of Hapag-Lloyd Cruises
product management. “We’ve come
up with a modern and casual interpretation of luxury cruises in architecture
and in concepts of catering and entertainment. That’s why there won’t be
fixed times for meals, allocated seats
or a “Captain‘s Dinner“. We offer international flair for guests with high
expectations. This product seeks to attract professionals and families, who
want to relax”. This is guaranteed,
through more than 370 members of
staff caring for a maximum of 516
passengers.
Given the EUROPA 2’s set up, the
destination of the cruise could almost
become irrelevant. Guests can choose
between 26 different routes, including
a total of 123 ports.
During the summer, one-week trips
take passengers to the West and the

More beautiful than home

Your own balcony overlooking the sea
and a free mini bar are standard. If you
want to use the internet, that won’t
be a problem: using your tablet with
WLAN access is included in the price.
Want more luxury? Then book a spa
suite with Jacuzzi, rain showers and
steam room. If this is not sufficient,
you will certainly find the utmost relaxation in the “Ocean Spa“. Covering

an expanse of 10,000 square metres
incorporating four different saunas
and a wide selection of treatments, the
spa will definitely make you feel completely at peace. All of this is provided
with a sense of responsibility: “Only
trained staff offer health and wellness
treatments”, stresses Julian Pfitzner.
“We employ massage therapists who
have undergone medical training,
physiotherapists and make-up artists.
They offer a huge spectrum of treatments, including classic massages and
full body massages, Ayurveda, hot

Pure luxury on 11 decks – The EUROPA 2 has
made dreams come true since May 2013.
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It’s your choice: Relaxation or work out? Luckily, the “Ocean Spa“ and the ﬁtness studio
are located next to each other on the same deck.

stone, Thalasso treatments, shiatsu
and Hawaiian lomi lomi, as well as a
wide range of beauty treatments for
men and women.“
Let’s get going!
In the 210 square metre gym, guests
can undertake cardio training or
muscle building exercise. Here you
will be treated like a professional
athlete: personal trainers monitor
your performance and offer guidance.
But there’s more: for the first time
in cruise history, management also

Be it the “Vacunaut®“ (top) or
“S120“ (below) – there’s the
right HYPOXI® device on board
for each zone of your body.
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offers the opportunity to undertake
HYPOXI-Training®. “We are delighted
to have HYPOXI® on EUROPA 2”, says
HYPOXI® Master Trainer, Gabriela
Baumann. She was in charge of
in-depth training for the coaches
on board as HYPOXI® requires
specialised training. “It is essential
for coaches to be completely familiar
with rules for nutrition before and
after training so that clients can be
given professional advice”, explains
Gabriela Baumann.
Luckily one of the most important
rules of HYPOXI® is that you never
need to go hungry. Otherwise the
culinary highlights of the eight
restaurants on board would be torture
for HYPOXI® clients! “If you want
to use HYPOXI® to get rid of fat at
specific zones of your body, you must
also have a balanced diet”, explains

HYPOXI-METHODE
SPECIAL®

Picture: Hapag-Lloyd Cruises

Top: The spa area offers
everything you could wish for.
Top right: Enjoy your evenings
at one of the six bars.
Bottom right: Each suite
boasts a balcony overlooking
the sea.

Gabriela Baumann. However, this
doesn’t mean you have to fast. What
is important is what you choose to eat.
“Before HYPOXI-Training® the body
needs to be supplied with energy in
the form of high-value carbohydrates.
They are needed for burning fat. After
that, a lot of protein is needed to
support metabolism.”
This is a very easy task for the topclass chefs aboard the EUROPA 2. The
huge variety of dishes offered makes
it easy to compose meals which are in
line with the HYPOXI® requirements.
“A cruise liner that puts its main focus on its guests’ individual needs is
the perfect platform for HYPOXI®,
because we strongly believe that every
human being is different and we respect this when setting a client’s program”, says Gabriela Baumann.
You should always check ﬁrst....

Hapag-Lloyd
obviously
wanted
to
research
into
HYPOXI®

comprehensively before making the
decision to invest in the product.
Members of staff from the tour
operator tried HYPOXI® themselves
in the HYPOXI®-Studio in HamburgWandsbeck. The success was so
remarkable that the decision to
include HYPOXI® in the exclusive
beauty program of the luxury cruise
liner was a simple one.
The ship comes alive at night, with
concerts by Kim Wilde, a comedy
evening with Cordula Stratmann or
Jazz by Viktoria Tolstoy. One hint: you
might actually happen to meet some
of the artists at the HYPOXI®-Studio
during the day – the program for body
shaping is obviously very popular
among celebrities.


 Lucky draw

Come on board!
HYPOXI® and Hapag-Lloyd
Cruises offer you the chance to
win a one-week cruise for two
people on the EUROPA 2 in
summer 2014. Stay tuned for
details on how to enter online
at www.hypoxi.com.
Close date is 28.02.2014.
Winners will be drawn from all
participants in March 2014. The
price cannot be paid in cash.
Members of staff of Hapag-Lloyd
Cruises, HYPOXI® and the publisher
as well as their relatives may not
participate. There is no right of
appeal.
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One of Rio’s top sights:
The 395m high
Sugarloaf Mountain.

Deus é Brasileiro –

God is Brasilian
Who said that sugar and coffee are Brazil’s greatest exports?
Gisele Bündchen, Adriana Lima and Alessandra Ambrosio have
demonstrated that this country is home to some of the most
beautiful women in the world. There are few places on earth where people
focus more on fitness, beauty and their bodies than Brasil.
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B

razil has been booming for years now: the unemployment rate is dropping, the economy is
improving by the day, consumerism is increasing and the
middle class is growing. The nation could soon become
the world’s fifth-largest economy. As if all of this wasn’t
enough, the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympics will
also be held in Rio de Janeiro. Enough reasons for Brazilians to face the future with confidence - and this is exactly
what they’re doing. In Rio and in Säo Paulo, the world’s
third-largest city, the economic heart of the country is beating. Moving through the streets of this metropolis, you can
sense the optimism of the people. Seventy per cent of luxury goods in Brazil are consumed here. The $155 million
shopping paradise, JK Iguatemi, which was established in
2012, is a symbol of this new wealth. Set over more than
61,000 square metres, the centre boasts the best designer
shops, cinemas and restaurants the city has to offer.
Tudo bem! – It’s all good!

Dubai and Singapore also have shopping paradises but
what keeps Europeans flocking to Brazil cannot be bought:
it’s a relaxed attitude to life and the love of parties. “Tudo
bem? – all good?” This is the first question you’re asked
when Brazilians greet each other and it could be the tagline
for the life of a Brazilian. “Actually our life in Brazil is very
simple. We only need the sun, the beach and a football for
a great afternoon”, says top model, Gisele Bündchen. Well,
actually Brazilians have much more to enjoy, for example,
endless white beaches stretching over 11,000 kilometres
along the coast. The beaches of Büzios in the North of Rio
became famous when Brigitte Bardot decided to make them
her place of serendipity in the 60s. Many celebrities, like
Madonna, Mick Jagger and even Bill Gates, have followed

her lead. There is a limit on the height of all buildings to
two storeys. Small, romantic bays are scattered all over the
area. Nightlife is vibrant and people enjoy caipirinhas by
the beach during the night.
Rio itself boasts two of the top ten beaches in the world:
Copacabana and Ipanema. Soft sand, party locations and
happy Cariocas everywhere. “Cariocas” are Rio’s inhabitants: friendly, helpful, outgoing and casual. This is how they
would describe themselves. As opposed to the Paulistas, the
inhabitants of Säo Paulo, they don’t care too much about
clothing. Less is definitely more: men wear swimmers and
women go for the briefest of brief bikinis. The footwear of
choice is thongs – preferably from the top label Havaiana
based in Pernambuco in Brazil’s North East, which celebrated its 50th anniversary last year.
Another must is a well-tanned, perfect body. It doesn’t
come as a surprise that Copacabana is also called the
“catwalk of sand”. Brazilians are crazy about their bodies
and Rio is the temple of this lifestyle. The city boasts almost
500 Academias de Ginastica – there are more fitness centres
than churches. “Beach culture is almost obsessed with

The Brazilian attitude
to life is addictive.
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physical beauty”, explains Brazilian cosmetic surgeon Dr.
Paolo Müller. Having a boa forma, (a good shape) is a top
priority for Cariocas.

No Brazilian samba show
could possibly be held
without batucada drums.

Beauty does not only come from inside

Hygiene forms an essential element. According to legends,
indigenous Brazilians were disgusted in the 16th century
when they met stinking Portuguese colonialists. By contrast, the Portugese were impressed with the hygiene of the
aboriginals. “Their bodies are exceptionally clean, strong
and beautiful”, wrote one of them. This high estimation
of personal hygiene has apparently been passed onto European immigrants: people take showers and change their
clothes three times daily. This is a ritual which the masses
follow – no matter which social class he or she comes from.
Statistics indicate that each Brazilian woman reportedly
needs nine bars of soap per month.

Any woman who is conscious about her look will aim to be
hairless everywhere except her head. Hair stylists carry out
hair removal in private rooms in the back of their salons,
during which all superfluous body hair is removed. But
that’s still not enough. “Every Brazilian lady has her nails
done at least once a week”, explains Rio-born model Jana
Ina. “I, myself honestly have 40 different types of nail polish at home.”
To make the look perfect, you need lightly-tanned, smooth
skin. Manicure, hairstyling, peeling and massage: Brazilian
women call this weekly body routine “faxina”, which means
cleansing.

There are countless beaches in Brazil.
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Against this background, it is not surprising that the cosmetic industry is booming. Revenue has risen 10 percent
year on year and has now reached an annual spend of 15
billion dollars.
“Just one percent of Brazilian women are happy about
their appearance”, says Miriam Goldenberg, an anthropologist from Rio. Brazil has therefore been a mecca for plastic
surgery for decades. Ivo Petanguy, Paulo Müller and Carlos
Fernando Gomes de Almeida are some of the most famous
beauty surgeons in the world and all of them perform surgeries in Rio.
More than 1,700 surgeries are performed in the South
American nation every day, making Brazil second to the
U.S in terms of the country with most cosmetic procedures
performed annually. Brazilians mostly have breast and butt
surgeries. Brazilians like the phrase “Aumentár bumbum!”
which means that the butt must look great.

Picture: fotolia, Thinkstock, iStockphoto

Going under the knife

HYPOXI ® -INTERNATIONAL

HYPOXI® – the smart alternative

Hot rhythms and great moves: Dancers at the Sambódromo
perform at their best.

Once you have a Turbo-bumbum and a short and shining
costume, you can join the Sambodromo in February to celebrate Carnival. The party lasts for five days and culminates
in a great procession of samba schools. The 13 best samba
schools in the city compete for the title “Champion of the
Carnival”. Each of them trains
3,000 to 5,000 dancers. Last
year’s winner was the samba
school Unidos da Tijuca, which
had coincidently chosen “Germany” to be the theme of their
cart!

In October 2012 the Cariocas found out about
a much cheaper and less painful method to
get their body ready for Carnival: HYPOXI®.
The first HYPOXI®-Studio opened on the
Avenida das Americas, one of the major
roads in Rio. The most effective way to lose
weight exactly where you need to, HYPOXI®
has already been embraced by celebrities like
Robbie Williams, Madonna and Cheryl Cole
and it has now arrived in South America! “. I
found out about the HYPOXI-Method® on a
trip to Australia,” says Carlos Diz, who runs
the studio, “and I was just fascinated!”
Who walks in and out here? Carlos won’t
share any names – for privacy reasons. We’d
only like to say one thing: the area (Barra
da Tijuca) is home to many wealthy people. And the office of the largest Brazilian
TV-channel is located just around the corner. The density of models, businesspeople and actors is
therefore high. Rosario, who runs the studio, guarantees a
great bum-bum within as little as four to eight weeks with
HYPOXI-Training®. The best thing: it’s totally natural and
it works! “Tudo bem!” – as the Brazilians would say.


Rosario Xavier, Carlos Diz and
Christopher Montenegro
(left to right) run the
HYPOXI®-Studio in central Rio.
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“

Stay young
so that you
can get old”
(Ida Ehre)

An athlete and a vegetarian –
is that possible?
If you want to achieve top results in sports, you must keep an eye
on balanced nutrition. Normally this includes meat products. Can
vegetarian athletes fuel their body sufficiently? We reveal the vegetarian options for the most astute athlete:
Iron: Iron transports oxygen to the muscles and is very important
for athletes. Sources of iron include sorghum, lentils, quinoa, tofu,
pumpkin seeds and dried apricots.
Protein: In addition to iron, you need a lot of protein when you
train intensely. Protein nurtures and supports muscle function.
Foods which are protein rich include white beans, nuts, chickpeas,
spinach, potatoes, sorghum and soy.
Calcium: Calcium is important for the contraction of the muscles
and for fortifying bones. Vegetarians should therefore eat a lot of
celery, fennel, rocket salad, broccoli and spinach.

... this is the average number of kilos a woman will lose if she reviews the
nutrition panels on food packaging during the grocery shopping, rather than
simply buying the next best product.
(Source: “Agricultural Economics“, USA)

Did you know ...

... Exercising in the
morning reduces
appetite?
According to research from
the US, women who do 45
minutes of endurance sports in
the morning feel less hungry
throughout the day. The active
early birds were less tempted
to indulge compared to women
who preferred to stay in bed.
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Run as if you were flying
Whether they are competing or just challenging
themselves, runners have high expectations – especially
when it comes to their shoes. They want them to
provide stability while providing the highest level of
comfort and fit. The “Nike Flyknit Lunar1+“ meets
even the most astute runner’s expectations. Thanks
to its integrated Flyknit-technology, the shoe moulds to the
movement of the feet perfectly. Structural support is located within the
material that makes up the shoe so the upper side has virtually no sewing
lines, making the shoe extremely light. Nike Flyknit Lunar1+ gives you
stability, flexibility and boasts a responsive absorbing effect with little weight.
There are many different colours available for both women and men.

Picture: fotolia, Thinkstock, iStockphoto
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Grinding
all night long
If you wake up in the morning with a killer headache and a sore jaw, chances are
you could be grinding your teeth at night.

D

id you know that grinding
your teeth at night causes
a pressure of up to 80 kilos on teeth
and the TMJ. This can result in pain
and tension in your head and neck.
Grinding teeth continuously during
sleep also removes enamel. If your
upper and lower jaws do not exactly
correspond to each other due to an
abnormal occlusion, you could also
experience a popping sound in your
ears when you exercise. Specifically
manufactured plastic inlays can help

Info

Your kids don’t like
brushing their teeth?
Here are the dentist’s suggestions
to make brushing teeth more fun for
children:
+ Go for alternatives: Try different sorts
of toothpastes with different tastes.
+ Use colours: Use toothbrushes of
different colours and designs so that
the daily routine won’t get boring.
+ Let the music play: Put on your childs
favourite song whilst brushing teeth.
Ideally it should last as long as the
recommended time for brushing: about
three minutes.
+ Spaces between teeth: Use mint
flavoured dental floss or interdental
brushes to clean parts of their teeth
that cannot be brushed with ordinary
toothbrushes.

reduce pressure on
the teeth and correct
the occlusion.
If you are a grinder,
perhaps take a look at
your lifestyle: stress
in daily life is a frequently sited reason
for grinding at night.
Teeth are a good indicator of how we feel.
Problems with your
teeth can cause other
health issues or be a
symptom of a secondary disease. That’s
Invest time in your teeth.
why it’s essential to
care for your teeth on
a regular basis. This
and a right way! You should always
includes both nutrition and brushing.
brush from red (your gums) to
Cheese, for example, is a type of
white (towards the tooth). The angle
food with positive effects on teeth
between the toothbrush and your
because when you consume it, the
teeth should be about 45 degrees. Do
fat it contains covers your teeth and
not press too hard and select a brush
protects them against bacteria. If
with a rather small head so that you
you eat celery, apples and wholemeal
can navigate easily around all areas
bread, you will need to chew them
of your mouth. Brush thoroughly
intensively, which stimulates the
- dentists recommend a minimum
production of saliva. Saliva contains
duration of 3 minutes as a guide. If
substances which neutralize acids
you have difficulties with the correct
and supply the enamel with minerals.
brushing method, you should consider
Also yoghurts without sugar and milk
switching from manual to electric
are great for your teeth, because the
toothbrushes. Modern ultrasonic
bacteria they contain can kill certain
toothbrushes are designed to remove
germs in your mouth. When it
dental plaque effectively.

comes to brushing, there is a wrong
design your body
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Water:

Elixir of life
It’s not meat or muscles that make up human beings,
but water. Around two thirds of our bodies
consist of H20, so water has a great impact on
how we feel and on our health.
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T

his might sound like a
paradox but our blue
planet is plagued with water issues - merely one per cent of
the world’s water resources are suitable for drinking. We should all do
our small part to protect sources and

HEALTH

consume in moderation. Without this
valuable element, we could only survive for a few days.
Essential for life: Water’s internal
role

Water fulfils important functions in
our body, for example, the regulation
of metabolism and the body’s temperature. Water is needed to supply
cells with nutrients. It helps to transport harmful substances out of your
body and to detoxify cells. Our body
loses up to 2.5 litres of liquid every
day through kidneys, bowels, lungs
and skin. The body therefore must
refuel its water supplies regularly. If
you don’t drink insufficient amounts
of water, kidney or circulation failures
may occur. Our natural sensation of
feeling thirsty protects us against this.
If it’s ignored, short concentration,
tiredness and headaches can occur.

Picture: iStockphoto

Healthy: Water’s role in daily life

We have known the positive effects of water long before Sebastian
Kneipp. Water based treatments such
as taking hot and cold showers, going
to steam rooms, or undertaking aerobics in water are all common forms
of hydrotherapy, which can help reduce pains in joints and muscles and
furthermore support metabolism and
the immune system. But even having
a relaxing bath in the evening or a refreshing cold shower in the summer
can help us to feel better.

Indispensable: Water is life

At all times, whether we are working
in an office, doing exercise or even
relaxing on holiday – we should always make sure we are sufficiently
hydrated. This does not only apply to
you: most children end older people
need to be reminded to drink enough
water. Non-sparkling mineral or tap
water is best, but flavoured water
or carbonated water will also do the
trick. Food is also a great source of

water for our body. Vegetables and
fruits containing a lot of juice (for example cucumbers, tomatoes, melons
and strawberries) are a great choice.
If you drink a glass of water in the
morning right after getting up, this
can compensate for the loss of water that occurs during the night and
help to activate the digestive system.
If you drink water before and during
eating, you can neutralize the gastric
juices and reduce your hunger.


Good to know

There’s more than one type of water
Water is divided into four main types according to its origin and the substance it
contains.
Natural mineral water:
The origin of this type of water is a protected underground spring, which
contains minerals. It must be bottled on site and the source must be officially
acknowledged. Additives are not permitted except for carbon dioxide.
Table water:
Normally, this type of water is simple drinking water to which minerals and
carbon dioxide are later added.
Spring water:
Every type of water, which comes from a natural source, may be called by this
name. However, it must comply with strict criteria in order for it to be fit for
drinking.
Special types of water with healing properties:
This type of water has a certain amount of minerals and nutrients and thus has a
healing or preventive effect on the body. The composition must be scientifically
proven and noted on the label.
Suggestion:
Always have a bottle of water within sight. If this doesn’t help, you can download a smartphone app from iTunes which reminds you when to take a sip of
H20!
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Growth in the

Far East

The metropolitan area in South Korea’s capital, Seoul,
has around 24 million inhabitants. Many Koreans are image conscious,
which is why a new HYPOXI®-Studio has opened in this frenetic city.

W

ord of the studio opening is spreading fast, and
a steady flow of Korean
women are signing up. At the moment, the studio is focussed on helping women. “Korean women are
very focussed on beauty and health”,
explains Huh Chul, who has founded the studio. “That’s why we specifically target women with South
Korea’s first HYPOXI®-Studio.”

Huh Chul is familiar with the strong
connection between health and exercise. He’s been running a company that distributes training equipment for prestigious companies like
Cybex and Polar for almost 25 years.
When he found out by chance
about HYPOXI® on a business trip
to Hong Kong, founding his own
studio in the capital of South Korea
was only a matter of time.
The new studio opened on 29
November 2012 and is located
in one of the wealthiest part of
Seoul: in Gangnam. Yes, that’s
right: every child should know this
part of Seoul thanks to singer Psy
and his “Gangnam Style“ which

has taken the world by storm. It’s
mainly businesswomen from the
neighbourhood who have found out
about HYPOXI® and who are guided
by the trained members of staff.
Coaches include both nutritionists
and personal trainers, who explain
all of the secrets of the HYPOXIMethod® to their clients.
The opening was a great success

Kim Sojung was the first client
of the studio, which is located in
the impressive Gangnam Finance
Center, which HYPOXI® shares
with enterprises like Google, Nike
and eBay. She has never regretted
her decision. The 23-year-old lost 10
kilos and 50cms in circumference.
News of the success soon spread
around the city and many women
working in the neighbourhood followed Kim’s example. What about
celebrities? “We are currently in
negotiations with a celebrity agency
for models and actors who are interested in HYPOXI®”, says Huh Chul.
One thing is for sure: HYPOXI®
trumps Gangnam Style when it
comes to targeted exercise.


In the Gangnam Finance Center (left) you can find
the new HYPOXI®-Studio (bottom). Top: Head of
marketing Uwe Hintringer (left) and the studio’s
founder Huh Chul (third from the right) with the
HYPOXI®-Coaches.
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Deluxe
body shaping
HYPOXI® in the holiday paradise of the Algarve Coast

S

urrounded by a mountain
range to the north and the
warm African sea and winds
from the South, the Algarve has a
very special position in Portugal both
in terms of its landscape and climate.
If you want to get away from the cold
winter, the Algrave is the place: even
in January, the average temperature
is between 16 to 20 degrees. During
the summer, no other region in Europe sees more sunny days. Though
the tranquil bays of the Algarve will
tempt you to relax and to enjoy the
sun, sports are highly popular in this
area. You can enjoy water sports like
sailing, diving and surfing, as well as
hiking, climbing, cycling and horse
riding. Or you can play golf on one of
the more than 30 golf ranges of the
Algarve.
Just half an hour away from the international airport of Faro, you will
find VILA VITA Parc resort. The resort
comprises of 22 hectares of blossoming, Mediterranean gardens, Moorish

inspired architecture and a beautiful
beach with white sand, framed by
grantite rocks and the crystal-clear
water of the Atlantic ocean.
A member of the “Leading Hotels of
the World“, the 5-star resort, which
was opened in 1992, is spectacular.
The 180 rooms and suites offer a
sensational view of the breathtaking
coast and the gardens. Being a 5 star
property, the resort boasts eight different restaurants, ranging from regional
specialities to haute cuisine.
If you want to indulge during your
vacation completely guilt free, you
can do HYPOXI® at the resort’s own
HYPOXI®-Studio – the first and (so
far) the only one in Portugal. Trained
coaches explain the advantages of the
HYPOXI-Method® to international
guests and local inhabitants. Many of
the guests have enjoyed HYPOXI® so
much that they have continued their
training when they returned back
home. The best part: They will be in
perfect shape for their next holiday. 

Win an amazing trip
with HYPOXI®
Win a 1-week holiday at the exclusive hotel and beach resort VILA
VITA Parc on the Algarve Coast.
Answer the following question:
Where is the Algarve’s holiday
resort VILA VITA Parc located?
A: in Portugal
B: in Sweden
The winner will be drawn from
all readers who send us the right
answer. He/she will have the chance
to stay in VILA VITA Parc in a double room (breakfast included) for a
week.
Just send a postcard with the
correct answer and the code
“HYPOXI®-Gewinnspiel” to:
HYPOXI® Produktions- und Vertriebs
GmbH, Hellbrunner Str. 15,
A-5020 Salzburg, Austria, or via
E-mail to: office@hypoxi.com
Closing date: 31.01.2014. Winners will be
drawn from all participants in March 2014.
The price cannot be paid in cash. Members of
staﬀ from VILA VITA Parc, HYPOXI® and the
publisher as well as their relatives may not
participate. There is no right of appeal.
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Help!
It’s a Hair Emergency.
10
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which a beauty blog swore could work miracles
for
damaged hair. What will they recommend next?
Nougat
as a substitute for make up!?
As supportive as I am of natural remedies, I have
to draw
a line. Last time I followed a recommendation
and used
beer to protect my hair from split ends, it almo
st resulted
in me losing my driving license. A colleague of
mine has
now advised me to see a therapist because of my
hair. All
right. Maybe I should also join a support group
…
Eventually I decided I should see my hair stylis
t to get
rid of my hair. A cool summer style. Many celeb
rities
have recently opted for an undercut, the style
of a
“self-confident new generation”, as I recently read
in a
women’s magazine. Then I visualised the look
on my
boss’ face if I walked into my office looking like
Rihanna.
In desperation, I downloaded an app which allow
s you
to see what you will look like with different hairs
tyles.
Then it came to me – perhaps the problem is not
my hair
but my shape. My solution: I’ll go to HYPOXI®
and get
my body ready for short hair!
See you next time,

Yours, Bianca Beautiful
Picture: iStockphoto

Finally, the cold season is over! Actually
I love winter and the warm fires and
Christmas festivities that come with it. But
there’s one thing which I really don’t like: Hats
and beanies, because they cause my hair to relinq
uish
any right to be called a hairstyle - even if they
are from
Prada, Gucci and Ralph Lauren and cost a fortu
ne.
When I take them off I look like Bill Kaulitz after
an
electric shock. Seriously, I have never understoo
d girls
on motorbikes. Even if they look cool on their
machines,
male admirers will also feel cool about them once
they
get off and take off that helmet. Let’s get back
to my
current problem now it’s Spring. What the winte
r has
done to my hair is a nightmare: it has breakages,
looks
boring and bland. This obviously matches my
mood,
but cannot possibly stay like this. A friend of mine
has
recently recommended me to use a secret weap
on: hair
oil. She said that it would make the hair elastic,
provide
moisture and shine. She said that I wouldn’t need
to buy
expensive products – a bottle of olive oil could
do the
same. And wow! The shine was amazing! Espec
ially on
my face! I could now pen another column on my
latest
problem - blackheads on my forehead! Perhaps
I should
have gone with a mixture of honey, egg and yogh
urt
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Targeted body shaping with HYPOXI®
The HYPOXI-Method® uses an innovative combination of low and high
pressure along with exercise to target fat in specific areas of the body.
The result is a significant reduction in the circumference of belly, butt,
hips and thighs and an improvement in skin texture. Get in great shape
with HYPOXI®.
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design your body

For more information on the HYPOXI-Method® see: www.hypoxi.com
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